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if you want to stay close to el yaque, check out the hotel kite hotel in tampo (just 15min drive from el yaque). its an inspiring place, with a maximum of 8rooms and awesome views of the beach. the staff and owners are great hosts! once you are in bocas del toro, are you inspired to surf with a paddle board? go to the lonely beach in
montara , situated in the township of la oliva. the water is clean with no waves, and you can surf in calm water without swimmers. its close to the main town (and all shops). i consider this to be the best beach in the world. the lonely beach has surfed surfers from all over the world, and a good spot for a gap year. when we arrived in

lasiepisodiques we knew we needed to visit machu picchu. we didnt know what to expect and we werent sure if we would find anything. weve been kite surfing for just over 1 year now, and we havent traveled a lot. as we had just been to venezuela, perum, brazil, spain, cabo san lucas and puerto vallarta, we figured it would be a good
place for some rest and relaxation. guess what, machu picchu is on our short list of places to visit. bocas del toro has some of the best waves in the world, so we figured surfers should enjoy that as well. the waves are just fine. good hollow ones. plus, the kite spots are awesome! a perfect spot for a kitesurfer as youll be making friends

from everywhere. youll be able to learn things from local surfers and learn about bocas del toro. however, not every surf spot is the same. when we were surfers, we used to have massive debates as to who could boast the best surf spot. however, after some travels, we decided to give it a go. what we realized is that everyone has
their own favorite spots. when we first arrived in deltagalera , we were looking for a place to land. we had been traveling and kiting for a while, and we were tired. we landed at huatulco, which proved to be more of a gamble. we had to drive to a pretty inland surfing spot, with a river, huge rocks, and no surfing. but the waves were

great, so we did it. it was our first session in the country, and that was a cool experience for us, as we were learning a lot about the culture of honduras and some mexican customs.
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first of all, the surf is not very good for beginners, so it is better to rent a car and walk around the island. there are basically three beaches of interest: la restinga, wizards beach and red frogs. the lagoon entrance is the most
convenient in order to start from the beach, so you will find parking. it is mostly a beach of flat sand with a few comfortable little breaks at the top, and not much of a point break. wizards beach is a bit more pointy and has a small
brown bar that you should try at low tide. at red frogs, you can rent a kayak and go through the mangroves. the kayaks leave very regularly, and are less expensive than the tours. other nice beaches are alisa beach and la lontra.

on the right side of bastimentos, you can visit the national park of la restinga, hike in the mountains and visit the few beaches of margarita island. the best beaches are at the seaside around bastimentos. during the summer
months, these beaches are very crowded and the break is rarely surfable. it is better to rent a car and head off to the south end of the island. there are some small beaches with the option of windsurfing or kitesurfing, and many

hotels on the area. one of my favorites was la carihuela. if you surf for kites, take a lesson at téré champ. they have very good wind and waves in which you will be able to experiment quite a bit. in case you dont kite, the windsurf
spots are very good, and the breaks are all along the coast and therefore more comfortable. one of the most popular are alisa and la lontra. many kitesurfers head to alisa, wizards and red frogs where they can find big barrels and
air. if you ask any local, they will tell you the spots to go to (in order of preference) red frogs, wizards, alisa, punta del golfo and la lontra. you can rent a car or take a tour. if you go on a tour, make sure you agree with the guide

what to see and what to see first. there are two very nice beaches of red frogs: between there and la restinga, you will find red frogs beach, and between the two caves, you will find wizards beach. if you rent a car, make sure you
park in the area of kite gods and see if you can reach bastimentos. this will mean a longer drive, but once you are there, you can experience the two famous beaches of the island. 5ec8ef588b
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